Go right to the source …
Memoirs and more from those who were there!

Mary Chesnut's Civil War
edited by C. Vann Woodward  or
The Private Mary Chesnut: The Unpublished Civil War Diaries
edited by C. Vann Woodward and Elisabeth Muhlenfeld
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in History, Mary Chesnut's Civil War presents the diary entries of a self-proclaimed abolitionist married to a high-ranking member of the Confederate government. The Private Mary Chesnut is a more intimate and spontaneous version of the diaries, with none of the “corrections” that were made by Mary Chesnut before her death. 973.782 CHES / 973.7 CHES

The Capture of Atlanta and the March to the Sea:
From Sherman's Memoirs  by General William T. Sherman  973.7 SHER

Voices From the Civil War: A Documentary
History of the Great American Conflict edited by Milton Meltzer  J 973.7 VOI

The Slaves’ War: The Civil War in the Words of
Former Slaves by Andrew Ward  973.7 WARD

Bluegrass Confederate: The Headquarter Diaries
of Edward O. Guerrant edited by William C. Davis and Meredith L. Swentor  973.7 GUER

Online Resources

www.civil-war.net
Look through the exhaustive photo database; read letters, diaries, and speeches; or view important maps and documents.

www.nps.gov/civilwar
Official National Park Service Civil War Website, featuring the Civil War Soldiers & Sailors System.

www.soldierstudies.org
This site is dedicated to the preservation of American Civil War information, particularly soldiers’ correspondence and diary entries.

www.awesomestories.com
Login with the library username & password (both bullitt) to read the “story” of the Civil War, with several links to photos, documents, and other primary sources.

More Nonfiction of Interest

Civil War Recipes: Receipts From the Pages of Lady Godey's Lady's Book  641.5973 CIVI

Report of the Adjutant General of the State of Kentucky: Civil War/Confederate  GEN 973.7 KENT vol. 1 & 2

Report of the Adjutant General of the State of Kentucky: Civil War/Union  GEN 973.7 KENT vol. 1 & 2

Hidden History of Kentucky in the Civil War
by Berry Craig  976.9 CRAI

Sister States, Enemy States: The Civil War in Kentucky and Tennessee
by Kent T. Dollar  973.7 SIST

Mr. Lincoln's High-Tech War
by Thomas B. Allen & Roger MacBride Allen  J 973.7 ALLE

A Savage Thunder: Antietam and the Bloody Road to Freedom
by Jim Murphy  J 973.7 MURP

Is there a subject you’d like to learn more about?
If you have suggestions for future library pathfinders, let me know!
Tracy Weikel, reference@bcplib.org
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The History Buff's Guide to the Civil War
by Thomas R. Flager  973.7 FLAG

For more great resources for the Civil War history buff, check out our recommendations inside!
Adult Fiction

The Judas Field by Howard Bahr
After returning home from the war, Cass wants to live in peace and forget what he has been through. But when a friend convinces him to help recover the bodies of his loved ones, memories reemerge. FIC BAHR

March by Geraldine Brooks
This prize-winning novel tells the previously untold story of Mr. March, the mysterious soldier and father from Louisa May Alcott’s Little Women. FIC BROO

The Killer Angels by Michael Shaara
Pulitzer Prize–winning novel about the Battle of Gettysburg, told from the perspective of various commanders on both sides of the War. A later novel, Gods and Generals, serves as a prequel to this title. FIC SHAR/CAS A SHAR

Enemy Women by Paulette Giles
The neighbor-against-neighbor nature of the Civil War comes tragically alive in this story of a young Missouri woman falsely accused and taken prisoner as a Confederate spy. FIC JILE

Further Reading:
Cloudsplitter by Russell Banks FIC BANK
Rebel by Bernard Cornwell (Starbuck Chronicles #1) FIC CORN
Cold Mountain by Charles Frazier FIC FRAZ/LT FRAZ/Downloadable Audio Book
On the Occasion of My Last Afternoon by Kaye Gibbons FIC GIBB
All Other Nights by Dara Horn FIC HORN/LT HORN
Widow of the South by Robert Hicks FIC HICK/LT HICK/Downloadable Audio Book
North and South by John Jakes (North and South #1) FIC JAKE
Andersonville by Mackinlay Kantor FIC KANT
Raintree County by Ross Lockridge Jr. FIC LOCK
Jacob’s Ladder by Donald McCaig FIC MCCA
Gone With the Wind by Margaret Mitchell FIC MITC
Coal Black Horse by Robert Olmstead FIC OLMS/LT OLMS/CD BOOK OLMS/Downloadable Audio Book
My Name Is Mary Sutter by Robin Oliveira FIC OLIV

Fiction for Teens

The Red Badge of Courage by Stephen Crane
A young Union soldier matures to manhood and finds peace of mind as he comes to grips with his conflicting emotions about war. J CRAN/FIC CRAN/LT CRAN/Downloadable Audio Book

Rifles for Watie by Harold Keith
Jeff Bussey, a young Union soldier during the Civil War, tries to find out where General Watie is getting his weapons. A Newbery Medal Winner. J KEIT

Hear the Wind Blow by Mary Downing Hahn
With their mother dead and their home burned, a thirteen-year-old boy and his little sister set out across Virginia in search of relatives during the final days of the Civil War. J HAHN

Guerrilla Season by Pat Hughes
Two fifteen-year-old boys in 1863 Missouri find friendship and family loyalty tested by Quantrell’s raiders, a ruthless Rebel guerrilla band. J HUGH

The Deep Cut by Susan Rosson Spain
Considered “slow” by his father, Lonzo tries his best to help his family in Culpeper, Virginia, during the Civil War and, in the process, comes to some decisions about how to live his life. J SPAI

The River Between Us by Richard Peck
During the early days of the Civil War, the Pruitt family takes in two mysterious young ladies who have fled New Orleans to come north to Illinois. J PECK/Downloadable Audio Book

With Every Drop of Blood by James Lincoln Collier
While trying to transport food to Richmond, Virginia, during the Civil War, fourteen-year-old Johnny is captured by a black Union soldier. CAS J COLL

Bull Run by Paul Fleishman
Northeners, Southerners, generals, couriers, dreaming boys, and worried sisters describe the glory and the horror of the first battle of the Civil War. J FLEI/CD J BOOK FLEI/Downloadable Audio Book

The American Civil War
Travelers Megan McCormick and Justine Shapiro explore the American South, visiting key sites from the Civil War and witnessing battle re-enactments.
DVD 917.5041 AMER

Secrets of the Civil War
Explores the history of the United States during the Civil War with a focus on battles and covert missions.
DVD 355.00973 SECR

CIVIL WAR JOURNAL SERIES
:The Commanders DVD 973.7092 CIVI
:The Conflict Begins DVD 973.7 CIVI

The Civil War on Film
Glory
Matthew Broderick portrays Robert Gould Shaw, the idealistic son of abolitionists who led the U.S. Civil War’s first all-black volunteer company, fighting the prejudices of both his own Union army and the Confederates. Blu-ray

Drums in the Deep South
A Confederate major assigned to blow up a crucial rail line faces off with his best friend, a Union officer ordered to wipe out the Rebel threat. DVD

More Feature Films on DVD
North and South Cold Mountain
Gone With the Wind Shenandoah
Friendly Persuasion Andersonville
The Last Confederate Springfield Rifle
Gettysburg/Gods and Generals Beulah Land
*Also available on blu-ray

Documentary Features

Cloudsplitter
Performed by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir CD MORM

The Civil War Original Sound Recording
Traditional American songs and instrumental music featured in the film by Ken Burns. CD CIVI

Civil War Tribute Collection Performed by The Cumberlands CD CUMB